The effect of moment arm length on high angled femoral neck fractures (Pauwels’ III)
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ABSTRACT

This study investigated loads among five fixation types (FT) [three cannulated screws (CS), dynamic hip screws with and without derotational screws (DHS-DS and DHS), and dynamic helical hip screws with and without derotational screws (DHHS-DS and DHHS)] across three fracture moment lengths (ML) in Pauwels’ Type III fractures. Methods: Seventy-five sawbones were tested (5 FT × 5 trials × 3 ML). The study hypothesis was that significant differences in axial loading to failure would be demonstrated when CS was compared with the other four FT at the three MLs. Each construct was exposed to an axial compressive load to failure. Construct failure was defined as 5 mm of migration at the fracture site or fixation failure. Shapiro-Wilk was used to test for data normality. Subsequently, independent t-tests with Bonferroni correction was used for paired comparisons. Results: At fracture Moments A and B there were no statistical differences between CS and the other four FT at the three MLs. Each construct was exposed to an axial compressive load to failure. Construct failure was defined as 5 mm of migration at the fracture site or fixation failure. Shapiro-Wilk was used to test for data normality. Subsequently, independent t-tests with Bonferroni correction was used for paired comparisons. Results: At fracture Moments A and B there were no statistical differences between CS and the other FT. At fracture Moment C all four FT yielded significantly higher (p ≤ 0.001) loads compared with CS. Conclusions: for basicervical fractures CS is a suboptimal form of fixation compared with DHS and DHHS both with and without derotation screws.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Pauwels’ Type III fracture is described as a fracture angle of the femoral neck and shaft greater than 50º in the coronal plane, [1-5] with dominating shear stress and varus loading and less compressive loading and stress [2,3]. As a consequence, internal fixation of these unstable fractures surgically has been associated with high rates of non unions [3,6] sparking debate over the most effective internal fixation technique [7-10]. Biomechanical and clinical studies have shown noncomminated femoral neck fractures in the subcapital and transcervical regions fixed with three cannulated screws yield optimal stabilization results, [11-13] while fractures in the basicervical region show best results when fixed with a sliding hip screw [13,14].

Other variables contribute to the nonunion rates of fixed femoral neck fractures including; femoral neck fracture type, vascular insufficiency, and inaccurate reduction [15]. Stankewich et al. expanded this list to include femoral head bone density, percent comminution of the fracture surface, moment arm length, and orientation angle of the fracture surface relative to the femoral shaft [8]. Although biomechanical tests have compared the effectiveness of various fixation devices for different fractures, [16] no study has sought to make a direct comparison based on moment arm length while maintaining a constant fracture angle.

The purpose of this study was to compare the failure load of four different methods of fixation; Dynamic Hip Screws with (DHS-DS) and without derotational screws (DHS), and Dynamic Helical Hip Screw with (DHHS-DS) and without derotational screws (DHHS) (Synthes USA, West Chester, PA) for Pauwels’ Type III fracture across three different fracture moment lengths with three cannulated screws (CS), the traditional “gold standard” [17-19]. The study hypothesis was that no statistically significant differences in resistance to axial loading to failure would be demonstrated when the CS was compared with the other four fixation types at each of the three moment lengths.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Seventy-five new 3rd Generation Composite left femoral sawbones (Sawbones Worldwide-Pacific Research Laboratories, Inc. Vashon, WA) of equal density was utilized for this experiment. The 3rd Generation Composite Bone model is designed to simulate natural cortical bone through use of glass fibers and epoxy resin pressure injected around a foam core. Density of the sawbones was
1.7 g/cc with 90 MPa of tensile strength and a modulus of 12.4 GPa. The compressive strength was 120 MPa and the modulus was 7.6 GPa. Other investigators [20,21] have found that 3rd Generation Composite femurs fall within the normal range for bending, torsional and axial loading compared with both fresh-frozen and dried rehydrated cadaver bone. Sawbones also show less variability compared with cadaveric specimens, with the interfemur variability of composites being 20-200 times lower than that for cadaveric specimens, thereby allowing for smaller differences to be characterized with small sample sizes [20,21]. Our apriori power analysis supported use of 5 samples/fixation/moment arm length. Five sawbones for each fracture–fixation and moment arm length were performed, resulting in a total of 75 constructs being tested (5 fixation types × 5 sawbones/fixation type × 3 moment arm lengths).

The three groups of sawbone fractures were created, based on the fracture moment arm length (Figure 1; A = 2.0 cm, B = 3.1 cm, C = 4.2 cm). The moment arm distance was measured from the femoral head center to the center of the fracture line on the sawbone specimen using Vernier calipers as shown in Figure 1. A custom cutting guide was engineered to ensure fracture line reproducibility.

A femoral neck osteotomy at 70° to the horizontal (Figure 1), was created by a single investigator with a bandsaw in each of the sawbones, extending from the superior femoral neck to subcapital, transcervical and basicervical regions. All fractures were repaired by a single investigator using one of five forms of fixation.

The three CSs (7.3 cannulated screw 100 mm, 16 mm thread–Synthes, Paoli, PA, USA Product # 208.900) were placed in an inverted triangle configuration at a 135°. A cannulated screw set jig supplied by Synthes was used for screw insertion to reduce variability.

The four other fixation types included: 1) DHS-DS (4 hole 135° Std plate–Synthes Product # 281.140, 90 mm compression lag screw–Synthes Product # 280.900) with a derotational screw (7.3 cannulated screw 100 mm, 16 mm thread–Synthes Product # 208.900); 2) DHS (4 hole 135° Std plate–Synthes Product # 281.140, 90mm screw–Synthes Product # 280.900) without a derotational screw; 3) DHHS (4 hole 135° Std LCP-Plate–Synthes Product # 282.612, 100 mm helical screw–Synthes Product # 282.239) with a derotational screw (7.3 cannulated screw 100 mm, 16 mm thread–Synthes Product # 208.900); 4) DHHS-DS (4 hole 135° std LCP-Plate–Synthes Product # 282.612, 100 mm helical Screw-Synthes Product # 282.239) without a derotational screw. All hardware was inserted according to the technique guide provided by the manufacturer. The 4-hole plate has traditionally been used for fixation of proximal femur fractures. A PMMA appliance (Figure 2) was created which cupped the displaced femoral head and proximal femoral neck to insure reduction accuracy. Implants were properly positioned by direct visualization on the surface of the bone. The hip lag screw guide wire was consistently placed in the center of the femoral head through use of an aiming device.

The angle of implant insertion was in accordance with the technique guide provided by the manufacturer including pre-drilling of all holes prior to fixation (Figure 3). A representative group of each fixation type was X-rayed to insure anatomic reduction.

The femurs were uniformly potted in dental stone (Modern Materials) at 25° of adduction in the coronal plane and neutral position in the sagittal plane to simulate the terminal stance phase of gait [22-25]. The Instron Mechanical Testing System (Instron Bi-Axial Servo-Hydraulic Testing Machine Model # 8874-Norwood, MA) incrementally loaded the femoral head with an evenly applied compressive axial load through a polished stainless steel cup attached to the ram. Potted femurs were securely locked in place with the appliance pictured in Figure 4 for testing. The appliance was free to move in the medio-lateral plane.

The loading protocol utilized was from Chang et al., 1987 [25], designed to simulate single leg stance. In this

Figure 1. Schematic demonstration of moment arm length (A,B,C). A = Subcapital; B = Transcervical; C = Basicervical.

Figure 2. PMMA appliance used to hold the 2-part Pauwels’ fracture in the vise for accurate reduction of fractures.
single-leg phase, body weight is transferred ahead of the forefoot, creating loading conditions of nearly five times body weight [26]. Constructs were positioned under a servohydraulic materials testing system producing a vertically-downward force. Displacement was applied at a rate of 0.5 mm/s and terminated when the construct reached failure criteria. Failure was defined as 5 mm of migration at the fracture site through either translation and/or a combination of migration and rotation of the femoral head or catastrophic failure of device or sawbone [13].

Force data were captured using Instron’s Max v7.1 computer software at 100 Hz. Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS Version 14 software. Shapiro-Wilk was utilized to test for normality. Unpaired t-tests were subsequently used to compare the four constructs; DHS, DHS-DS, DHHS, and DHHS-DS to the CS constructs at each of the three moment lengths. Due to multiple unpaired comparisons a Bonferroni adjustment was used. Our apriori alpha level was $p \leq 0.05$. With four comparisons the adjusted alpha was lowered to $p \leq 0.013$.

3. RESULTS

Shapiro-Wilk test for normality indicated that the data was normally distributed ($> 0.05$). At fracture Moment A (subcapital) there was no statistical difference in yield forces ($p = 0.026$) (Figure 5(a)). At fracture Moment B (transcervical) there were no statistical differences in yield forces ($p = 0.022$). (Figure 5(b)) At fracture Moment C (basicervical) all four fixation forms yielded statistically significant ($p \leq 0.001$) high axial loads when compared with CS as seen in Figure 5(c).

4. DISCUSSION

In the present investigation five fixation types at three different fracture moment lengths (A [subcapital], B [transcervical], C [basicervical]), were axially loaded and biomechanically testing in 75 sawbone models. Our study hypothesis was that no statistically significant differences in resistance to axial loading to failure would be demonstrated when the CS was compared with the other four fixation types at each of the three moment lengths. Results supported our hypotheses at each moment length except the basicervical model where statistically different results were seen.

Aminian et al. in the J Orthop Trauma in 2007, biomechanically tested 32 cadaver specimens utilizing four fixation types. Two of our fixation types were the same as Aminian et al. (CS and DHS). Aminian et al. specimens were cyclically loaded at 1400 N at 3 Hz for 10,000 cycles followed by a load-to failure test. All CS specimens failed during incremental loading with a failure load of 862 N [16]. Tan et al. tested five pairs of fresh frozen cadaver femurs and used cyclical axial loading of 750 N at 0.5 Hz for 200 cycles [27] and found that the load at the yield point was significantly higher in the group with more horizontally oriented screws leading to
The suggestion that two horizontal screws in the femoral neck provide better stiffness.

In our study both the CS and DHS construct failed at higher loads ([Moment A-3709.9 N] [Moment B-4423.4 N] [Moment C-3830.8 N]), which we partially attribute to the lack of cyclical fatigue testing, specimen differences (cadaver bone vs. sawbones of uniform density) and different mechanical testing based on our moment arm length differences and different fixation types. The moment arm distance, measured from the center of the femoral head to the fracture line, plays a key role. As the distance increases the torque across the fracture line increases. The authors of the present work evaluated the current English literature through traditional search techniques and could not locate any studies that have investigated the mechanical properties of various fixation techniques in Pauwels’ Fracture Type III with moment length considered.

Our testing protocol from Chang et al., 2002 [25], best approximated the study goal of assessing maximal axial compressive loading leading to eventual failure among the fixation types, although other protocols exist [27-30]. The authors recognized through earlier unpublished pilot data that there would be minimal flexure of the sawbone, similar to what was observed in Aminian et al.

Our fracture moments results supported the null hypothesis are at the subcapital and transcervical region, but not at the basicervical region.

The fracture Moment C model yielded statistically significant differences (p < 0.001) between CS and each of the other four fixation types. Our results, based on the use of synthetic femurs, suggest that for a subcapital high angle fracture (Moment A) the DHHS and DHS-DS may be better clinical choices for fixation than the standard CS and at the intermediate fractureMoment B the DHHS-DS would be the preferred form of fixation although statistically significant differences did not exist. At fracture Moment C, a high angle basicervical fracture, the study results suggest that all of the fixed angle fixation forms that we tested are superior to CS in combating axial load. At Moment C, there is a shorter amount of screw length supported by the intact femur and when a force is applied the screw is not supported by adjacent cortical bone due to the width at the base of the femoral neck. Fixation with CS can lead to greater displacement under the applied load.

The literature is inconclusive with respect to DHS fixation. Baitner et al. demonstrated that the DHS construct was significantly stronger than the cannulated screw construct [13], however Husby et al., found no significant differences between the same two constructs [10].

In a normal gait cycle at heel strike and toe off, the hip experiences approximately 4-5 times body weight [24]. In the instance of a 100 kg (981 N) individual walking, the hip joint can experience between 3924-4905 N. These numbers approximate the values at failure found in our investigation. At fracture Moments A, B, and C the loads for all fixation types are at or exceed the upper range of axial loading compared with the example provided for normal gait. Obviously, an in vitro study and what occurs in vitro is much different due to soft tissue damping which occurs in humans as we independently ambulate. However, our biomechanical results

Figure 5. Maximum axial force for fracture Moment A** = statistical trend compared with CS.
suggest that fixation type is a function of the moment arm length in Pauwels' Type III fracture.

The US population is getting older and progressively more obese. A 120 kg (1177 N) patient can experience 4708-5885 N in the hip which surpasses the load bearing capacity of several of the fixation forms tested independent of moment arm length. In the event of a stumble, forces in the hip joint approach eight times body weight [24]. The result of this could be catastrophic based on the results demonstrated by this laboratory study.

The results found in this project are clinically relevant because we have demonstrated that significant differences do exist across moment lengths and fixation types in Pauwels Type III fractures. Even with adequate reductions, failure rates are higher with cannulated screws than with fixed angle devices [7]. Probe and Ward [31] reported that both fixed angle and multiple screws with divergent paths were superior to parallel screws. The current work supports the prior body of knowledge associated with the difficult clinical issue of surgical repair of Pauwels' Type III fractures.

Strengths of our study include: bone uniformity, fracture accuracy, a single investigators placement of screws and other types of fixation, and uniformity of testing and recording of data. The weaknesses of our investigation include uniaxial loading. One perceived weakness among some readers may be that we used sawbones as opposed to fresh cadaver femurs. While this perspective has merit, our position is that by using a material that possesses uniformity, our protocol measured the axial loading of the constructs and was not dependent on human bone quality in terms of density. Varying bone densities can introduce a confounding variable, which we chose to control in our work. This position is supported by studies reported in 1996 and 2001 using sawbones and comparing the mechanical results with human cadaver bone. The findings in these studies support the structural equivalent of composite bones with natural bones in axial, bending and torsional loading [20,21]. Our loading protocol at failure approximated load during single leg stance. Because of hip musculature stabilization our fixation model does not completely replicate in situ loading. Different directional force vectors can negatively affect fixation. Static loading in a uniaxial direction does not mimic the complex tensile, compressive and shear loads across the hip in situ.

This study is clinically relevant in that for subcapital high angle fractures differences existed with the DHHS and DSH-DS being better fixation choices when compared with the CS construct. For transcervical fractures the best choice was DHHS-DS and for high angle basicervical fractures DSH, DSH-DS, DHHS, and DHHS-DS were all axially superior to CS for fracture fixation. However, as noted in a recent clinical paper that evaluated the efficacy of internal fixation of Pauwels’ Type III femoral neck fractures, despite advances clinically and biomechanically the ideal fixation form remains unclear. Clearly patient bone quality, patient age and implant position all affect fixation results in patients as noted in a recent clinical paper [32].

Finally, our model was used purely as a model for comparison of stability of individual types of internal fixation. Our in vitro study results suggest that surgical fixation for Pauwels’ Type III unstable fractures is a function of the moment arm distance and loading magnitude.
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